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POULT Y DEPA TMEN , 
-Conne~ticut Agricultural College, ~TORRs. __ c_oNN. 
The Fifth S pecial Course in Poultry Cult'ure will open in January, 1906, con-
tinuing six weeks. Full parti ulars, will be given on application. 
IN ORDER that the production of good poultry may become· more general in this 
State, a limited number of bird. are offered for ale. · 
It is the aim of the College, while trying to breed according- to the requirements 
of the American tandard, to keep in view at aU times 
the. Utility Points of the Fowl. 
BRADLEY' 
FERTI LIZE 
THE WORLD'S BEST 
BY EVERY TEST. 
- I· 
5
! Dry Goods and Groceries 
~ OUR MOTTO: 
'l,o give dur customers the very choicest 
.goods and to make the prices as 
low us consistent with 
gootl quality. Bradley Fertilizer Works, H. V. BEEBE, 
BOSTON, MASS. S'l'O RRS, CT. 
l5he 
IS THE FIRST DAILY TO REACH 
WILLIMANTIC I ~oRNING. 
In this way all the rural delivery routes through the surround-
ing towns are thorouo-hly covered. 
I THE BUllETI HAS THE FULL AS OCIATED PRESS REPORT 
which is taken by our O\ n telegraph operator in our office. The news is then et up on 
typesetting machines, enabling u- to print the very latt! t dispatches each morning. 
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE BY MAIL : 50C. A MONTH, $6.00 A YEAR. 
SEND IN 
D EMEMBE our facih-
1 ~ties for doing ••••• 
A TRIA L SUBSCRIPTION. 
I 
Q;JICK VJORK 
THE 
1!. Are of the 
U BEST. 
Buy a Green Mountain 
AND 
ENLARGE YOUR DAIRY 
To increase your Stock, means 
to INCREASE YOUR PROFITS. 
GREEN MOUNTAIN ENSILAGE 
MEANS 
riORE riiLK 
AND 
riORE MONEY. 
Our New Silo Catalog explains fully - Sent Free. 
THE IMPROVED 
U.S. CREAM SEPARATOR 
WINS GOLD MEDAL 
The Highest Award LE\VIS AND CLARK EXP ITI N, Portland, regon. 
All the tnilk of the several breed· of O\\ te t d at thi · Expo iti n 
wa run through the UNITED TATE ' EPARAT R. 
U. . Separators received Highe t Award, \Vorld' lnmbian Exposition, 
hi ago, r 93-Gold Medal at Pari Int rnational Expo ·i ti n 1900, bein the 
Highe t A ward given an y eparat r made in the United tate · - ld ~ledal, 
the Highest Award at the Pan-An1crican Expo iti n, 1 9or-and ha\·e receiv d 
old ·Medal or Hi~->·hest Award at very International Expo ition wher th y 
have b en exhibited and tests of separat r have been h ld. 
t the Pan-American Exp ition in r9o 1, the U .. ' . , parator stablished 
ancl ha ~ ince h ld the 
WORLD'S RECORD 
F R CLEAN KBHIIN . 
TI.J U. . 1 arat r oontinues t maintain lltldt. pnh-'t1 ri•rht t 
th titl e of THE BEST CREAM SEPARATOR. 
Th s fa ·t c n ern every c:ow own r wh o is in th mark t for a 
c· r am · parat r. To all su h our free atalogu t ... lling all ahont til 
- • parator h nld be equally int r stii)tf. A opy is fr e for th 
a kin g. A ldr 
Vermont Farm Machine Co., 
BELLOWS FALLS, VERMONT. 
18 centrally locate d distributing warehouses in Un ited States and Canada. 
C. A. C. DIRECTORY. 
Board of Trustees. 
His Ex~ellency Henry Roberts, President, 
ex-officio. 
G. S. Palmer, Vice-President. 
G. A. Hooson . . 
E. H. Jenkins, Ph.D. 
B. C. Patterson. 
The Hon. E. S. Ifenry. 
D. W. Patten, Treasurer. 
C. A. Capen, Secretary. 
A. J. Pierpont. 
L. J. Storrs. 
Officers of Instruction and AdmlnlstratlotJ. 
R. W. Stimson, A. M., B. D., President. 
L. A. Clinton, M. S., Professor of Agronomy. 
A. G. Gulley, M. S .• Professor ot Horticulture. 
C. L. Beach, B. Agr., B. S., Professor of Dairying. 
E. H. Lehnert, _B. S., D. V. S., Professor of 
Veter~nary Science, Animal Husbandry, Phys-
iology and Zoology. 
E. A. White, B. S., Professor of Botany, Forestry 
and Landscape Architecture. 
C. A. W-heeler, M. A., Professor of Mathematics. 
F. W. Putnam, B. S., Professor of Mechanic 
Arts. 
H. R. ~onteith. B. A., Professor of History, 
Civics, Latin and Mathematics. 
E. 0. Smith, B. S., Professor of English and 
Political Economy and Secretary of the 
Faculty. 
The Rev. H. E. Starr, A. M., Professor of Eng-· 
lish and College Chaplain. 
B. Bernard Turner, Ph.D., Professor of Chemis-
try and Physics. 
Miss Alberta T. Thomas, Professor of Domestic 
Science and Art and Lady Principal. 
Miss Anna · W. Brown, Professor of English, 
Elocution and Gymnastics. 
W. A. Stocking, Jr., M. S. A., Assistant Pro-
f ssor of Bacteriology, 
C. K. Graham, Instructor in Poultry Cultur . 
Mi s Edwina M. Whitney, Ph. B., Instructor in 
G rman and Librarian. 
E. D. Proudman, Instructor in Shorthand, Type-
writing and Penmanship, Chief Cl rlc and 
Boarding Department Manag r. 
E. R. Bennett, B. S.,. Instructor in Geology, 
Ornithology and Entomology and · in Military 
· Sci nee and Drill. 
Miss Emma H. Koll ei.·, Assistant to the Lady 
· Principal and Instructor in Music. 
H. L. Garrigus, B. Agr., Instructor in Field 'Vorl( 
· and Farm Su.verintendent. 
H. W. Conn, Ph. D., Lecturer on Bacteriology. 
College Shakesperean Club. 
Presiden•t, R. G. Tryon. 
Vice-Presiden,t, C. S. Watrous. 
Recording Secretary, D. J. Minor. 
Corresponding Secretary, C. J. ·Grant. 
Treasurer, R. A. Latimer. 
First Director, H. B. Risley. 
Second Director, A. Miller. 
Third DirPctor, N. W. Purvle. 
Eclectic Literary Society. 
President, T. H. D smond. 
Vice-Presid nt, W. L. urtiss. 
'Secretary, M: H. Griswold. 
Treasurer, E. R. Carlsson. 
Marshal, F. A. Loveland. 
Athl~tic _A~soclatlon. 
President, F. A. Miller. 
Vice-P1·esid nt, A. Miller. 
S ecretary and Tr asurer, J. A. Gambl(·. 
Football Team, . '05. 
Captain and Manager, H. B . . Risley. 
Assistant Manager, A. Miller. 
Basketball Team. 
Captain, G. M. Chapman. 
Manager, :::l. P. Hollister. 
Assistant Manager, D. J. Minor. 
Baseball Team. 
Captain, P. ornwall. 
Manager, R. G. Tryon. 
Assistant Manager, 'I'. C. Waters. 
Students' Organization. 
Presid n t, D. J. Minor. 
Fir t Vic -Pr sid nt, T. C . . Waters. 
S cond Vic -Pre ideJ1t, C. ~ Watr us 
S r tary, H. Hallock. 
Class Officers. 
1906, Seniors- J. H. Barker. 
1907, Juniors-E. S . . Bemis. · 
190 , Sophomores-N. W. Purple. 
1909, Freshmen- W. M Knight. 
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Published monthly during the college year, by the Students of Connecticut Agricultural 
College. 
The students and alumni are requested to contribute articles. 
Subscribers, upon changing their addresses·, or upon failure to receive th~ir papers regu-
larly, Lre requested to notify the Business Manager. 
The LoOKOUT will be sent to all subscribers until its discontinuance is ordered and ar-
rears are paid. 
Price $1.00 per year. 
Our advertisers are all reliable firms, and we heartily recommend them to our readers. 
When patronizing them you will confer a favor by mentioning the LooKOUT. 
BOARD OF EDITORS. 
:f. H. BARKER, '06, Editor-in-Chief. 
H. B. RISLEY, '06, Business Manager. F. A. MILLER, 'C. College Notes. 
C. S. WATROUS, '07, Assistant Manager. 
T. C. W A TIDRS, '06, Treasurer. 
R. G. TRYON, '06, Athletics. 
D . .J. MINOR, '06, Alumni Not·es. 
T. H. DESMOND, '06, Department Notes. 
.J. A. GAMBLE, '08, Exchanges. 
Entered as second class mail matter at the Eagleville Post Office. 
Editorials. 
As the year advances and the usual 
monthly issue of the LooKOUT is · got to-
gether, we find ourselves up against the 
same old problem, namely, material. Why 
is it that students do not take more in-
terest in their college paper? The two 
most general responses the editor meets 
with, are, "I haven't time," and "I can't." 
These two excuses certainly have very 
slight foundation. If we are to support 
a college magazine here in the future as 
has been done in the past, all the students 
should look to its welfare, and not leave 
the work to a few. If the majority can-
not afford to take the time from their 
studies or pleasures to write an article 
once in a while, how can it be expected 
that the magazine will be successful, or 
that the few men to whose hands the work 
is entrusted will be able to find time to 
write the entire contents of each issue. 
This indifferent mood, which seems to 
characterize a large pumber of the stu-
dents, should not continue. In a small 
institution like ours the backing of every 
student is needed to successfully carry 
along- the college paper as well ac; 
athletics. 
Trips to a foreign clime seem to be 
gaining in popularity since the return of 
our three travelers. The means of travel-
ing by working one's way on a cattle-ship, 
altt\ough not a new idea seems to be com-
ing into vogue for ~the student of limited 
means. It not only affords him an oppor-
tunity of seeing the outer edge of the 
European continent but also is a source of 
not inconsiderable instruction. W hope, 
in the near future, to give our readers a 
vivid account of the experienc s of our 
three friends while absent from this conti-
nent. 
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The question of athletics needs serious 
consideration by the students of C. A. C. 
There have been times this fall when foot-
ball has been practically at a stand-still. 
As a matter of fact our captain became so 
discouraged because of the lack of college 
spirit that he resigned, and the team ~as 
obliged to select a new leader. A college 
of this size cannot afford to lose a leader of 
his type, simply because the students do 
not display enough interest in athletics. 
We are not as strong in numbers as most 
colleges but still if the men who are here 
had the right stuff in them, there would be 
little anxiety about the standing of C. A. C. 
in athletics. But now ·when we find the foot-
ball season practically closed, let each and 
every student look forward to the develop-
ment of a creditable basket-ball team for 
the season of 1905-o6. We lost heavily 
by graduation last June and therefore have 
some hard work before us in filling the 
places of those who are gone. 
At a meeting of the directors held Oct. 
24, 1905, it was voted to name the dormi-
tory now being constructed, "Storrs Hall," 
in honor of the late Augustus Storrs. h 
certainly is quite appropriaJte that this fine 
building should receive its name from the 
principal founder of this institution. Some 
years ago, because of alleged misconcep-
tion of the term, "Storrs Agricultural 
College," our name was changed to Con-
necticut Agricultural College, which acf on 
left our institution without a fitting memo-
rial of our founder. · 'we are, therefore, 
gla'd the trustees have seen fit to take this 
commendable move. 
College Library. 
Efforts are being made to secure for the 
College Library a complete set of the "C. 
A. C. LooKOUT." Just at present the fol-
lowing numbers are needed: 
Vol. 1: 6, 7· Feb. and Mch., 1897. 
v;ol. 2: 3· Midsummer, 1898. 
Vol. 4: 7, 8, 9, 10. Jan., Feb., Mch., 
Apr., 1900. 
Vol. 5: 3, 6. Midsummer, and De-
cember, 1900. 
If any of the graduate editors and man-
agers or other persons have any of the 
above copies it is earnestly desired they 
will feel like contributing them to Miss 
Whitney, the librarian. Just as soon as 
the set is completed one of the graduates 
stands back of his offer to properly index 
and handsomely bind them. 
The value of a complete set of the Col-
lege publication must be apparent to all. 
When this set is made accessible upon the 
library shelves the old officers will 'feel 
proud of their work and the new officers 
will find greater inspiration for better ser-
vice. 
Prof. Wheeler and A. C. Gilbert h~ve 
already made valuable contributions, ·and 
it is hoped that the few remaining numbers 
will be forthcoming very soon. 
Only a Germ. 
Only a germ; yet it lay on the floor 
Of a farmhouse kitchen, near the door; 
And it dried and dried 'till it became 
A part of the dust where it had lain. 
Only a broom, and it swept away 
The dust, and the germ from where it lay. 
And the germ? It settled upon the fair, 
·Sweet lip.s of the maiden sweeping there. 
Only a kiss, but the germ took hold 
Of the young man's lips; he had a cold, 
Was sick; with many a moan and squirm, 
He died because of that little germ. 
c. w. DEwEv, 'os. 
LOOKOUT. 
Athletic Notes. 
The manager of the football team has 
had hard luck this season by reason of 
the cancellation of games. At this writing 
but three games have been played, while 
three have bee·n cancelled so late as to 
make it impossible to secure other teams. 
On October 7th we cancelled the game 
which was to have been played with Am-
herst. This was because there were no 
men to take the places of those injured in 
the game with Wesleyan the week before. 
On October ·2ist Rockville cancelled on:y 
eight hours before the game was to have 
been called. Bulkeley cancelled two days 
before the game scheduled for October 
28th. In both cases too short a time was 
left to secure other games. The manager 
telephoned nearly every school team in the 
state, but met with no success. 
C. A. C., ro. NORWICH FREE AcADEMY, o. 
The Norwich Free Academy team came 
to Storrs on Nov. 4th, and engaged the 
C. A. C. foot-ball team. The result was 
never in doubt al~hough the score should 
have been at least doubled, but slow play-
ing by the locals and time killing by Nor-
wich can account in part for that. Con-
necticut has not played so poor a gatne be-
fore this season; the plays started slowly 
and the team did not work together. 
N or.wich kicked off at 3 p. m. to Waters, 
who ran the ball back to the 25-yard line, 
A. ~filler gained 20 yds. outside tackle and 
from there the ball was steadily taken up 
the field in short rushes, and, after three 
minutes of play Watrous was pushed over 
for a touchdown. Welton failed to kick 
the goal. Score : Connecticut. 5 ; N. F. 
A.,o. 
Connecticut kicked off to Murphy who 
was downed on the 20-yard line . . Nor-
wich, after failing to gain the necessary 
distance, kicked to Welton who brought 
the h'all back 30 yards, only to be called 
back because of holding, and the ball given 
to Norwich. A. Miller got the ball on a 
fumble. Norwich gained the ball on next 
play on a fumble by Connecticut, and then 
kicked. Here Connecticut was penalized 
for holding, and kicked to Norwich in the 
centre of the field. Aubrey made a run of 
35 yards but was called back because of 
holdinK: Time was called with the ball in 
Conn~cticut's hands on her own 25-yard 
line. 
Connecticut ~pened the second half by 
kicking to Murphy, who gained 5 yards. 
Norwich lost the ball on downs. Tryon 
was pushed over for a touchdown; Wat-
rous failed to kick goal. ·Score : C. A. C., 
ro; N. F. A., o. 
Hollister kicked off to Norwich. Nor-
wich gained about 20 yards, mostly on 
plays directed against Gall up. Norwich 
punted to · Waters. Connecticut rushed 
the ball to Norwich's ro-yard line only to 
lose it on downs. Norwich punted out of 
danger. Connecticut rushed the ball back 
to the I 5-yard line where time was called. 
The line up :-
NoRWICH F. A. C. A. C. 
MeN a mara . . . . . .1. e .... Gamble, Purple 
Murphy (Capt)., ... I. t ............ Risley 
Farrell ... . ...... 1. g ............ Gallup 
Pierson .... . ...... c. . . . . . . ... Carlsson 
Var_s ............ r. g .......... Hollister 
Caruthers ... . .... r. t .......... F. Miller 
Harding ......... r. e ........... Waters 
Heureaux ....... q. b ........... Weltop 
Schofield ........ I. h. b .... (Capt). Trvon 
Aubrey ......... r. h. b ......... Watrous 
Champlin ......... f. b ......... A. Miller 
Touchdowns- Watrous, Tryon. Re-
feree, Smith. U mpire, Terrell. Linesmen, 
Kelly and Edmonds. Halves, 15 minutes. 
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c. A. c., IO. SPRINGFIELD HIGH 
ScHooL .. o. 
Connecticut played its last foot-ball 
gan1e of the season on the home grounds 
on Nov. I I, and the Springfield High 
School team was the victim. Springfield 
remembering her two victories of fanner 
years felt certain of winning but she was 
up against the real thing. Connecticut on 
the other hand smarting under t1wo defeats 
by very close margins went into the game 
with a " do or die" spirit. The game was 
without exception the best played on the 
home grounds this season. The C. A. C. 
team played together, something that 
they have not done before this season. 
The pfingfield team plaY.ed a fast game 
and deserve pra\se of the highest order. 
The quarter-back kick which has won so 
many games for Springfield this year failed 
to work, although they tried it several 
times. 
Connecticut won the toss and chose to 
defend the west goal. Littlefield kicked 
off at 3 o'clock to Tryon who brought the 
ball back to the 25-yard line. From there 
Connecticut rushed the ball steadily down 
the field for 5 yards at a time until with-
in 20 yards of Springfield'·s goal where 
Springfield took a brace but could not 
hold for downs. Tryon carried the ball 
over for a touchdown after six minutes of 
play. A punt out was tried but without 
success. Score: C. A. C. 5; S. H. S., o. 
Connecticut kicked ff to Highton who 
ran 'hack ro yards. Reilly made IS yards 
o n an end run. Ellis gained 20 yards. 
'fter failing to gain on three downs 
Springfield tried a quarter-back kick. Wat-
rous for C. A. C. caught the ball and gain-
d IO ards. Storrs rushed the ball for 
2 0 yards and then kicked to Littlefield. 
Ellis gained Io. yards, Littlefield 4 and 
H oward 3 yards. Springfield fumbled but 
regained the ball. Storrs held for three 
downs and Springfield tried quarter-back 
kick. Tryon fell on the ball. Connecticut 
then carried the ball by steady rushes 
to Springfield's 4-yard line, where time 
was called. 
At the beginning of the second half 
Tryon kicked off to Reilly who gained 
IO yards. Storrs held and Littlefield kick-
ed to Watrous. Tryon and Waters made 
s-yard gains. welton gained IO yards. 
Watrous and A. Miller gained 4 yards 
each. Tryon was pushed over for a touch-
down after Io minutes of play. Watrous 
failed to kick the goal. Score: C. A. C., 
Io; S. H. S ... o. 
Connecticut kicked off to Rhodes who 
brought the ball back to the 30-yard line. 
From this time on the ball was continually 
changing hands, the ball being in Spring-
. field 's territory most of the time. The 
game ended with the ball on Springfield's 
35-yard line. 
The line up :-
SPRINGFIELD H. S. c. A. c. 
Rhodes ......... 1. e .... Gamble, Purple 
Howard .......... 1. t ............ Risley 
Glyn ............ 1. g ............ Gallup 
O 'Connell ........ c .......... Loveland 
Davidson ........ r. g ......... Carlsson 
Case ............ r. t .......... F. Miller 
Reilly, Gauthier .. r. e ........... Waters 
Robertson .. · ..... q. b ........... Welton 
Ellis, Reilly ..... r. h. b ......... Watrous 
Littlefield ...... 1. h. b ..... (Capt) Tryon 
Highton (Capt) .. f. 1? .......... A. Miller 
Touchdowns-Tryon, 2. Referee, Kane. 
Umpire, Lenhert. Linesmen, Gauthier 
and Latimer. Timers, W emetr and 
Graves. Halves, 25 and 20 minutes. 
The football season is fast drawing to a 
close and the basket ball season is about 
to open. The basket ball manager has 
eleven games already scheduled and only 
two or thr.ee dates are left open: There 
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are several new teams included and some 
of them are somewhat above us in stand-
ing; nevertheless, we hope to emerge from 
the conflicts with colors flying. The 
schedule as it is made up at present will 
be found in another column. 
The girls had their first . basket ball 
practice of the season on October 30th. 
Their prospects are such as to lead us to 
believe that they will carry off a large 
majority of the games. Miss Seage has 
been eletted captain of the team, and Mr. 
Welton has been engaged a~ coach. There 
are only ten to twelve players from whom 
to choose; it is not thought, however, that 
this will make the team any the less effi-
cient as that is about the number they have 
had in previous years when all but one 
or two games have . been recorded as vic-
tories. 
The schedule for the basket ball season 
of I9QS-I906 is ~s follows:-
December 9-South Manchester High 
School at Storrs. 
December 14-Massachusetts Agricul-
tural College at Storrs. 
December 16-Wesleyan University at 
Middletown. 
Janu~ry 6-Bulkeley High School at 
Storrs. ·· 
January 13-C. A. C. Almnni at Storrs. 
January 2o-Open date. 
January 26-Massachusetts Agricultural 
College at Amherst. 
January 27-Springfiel4 High School at 
Springfield. 
February 3-New Britain High School 
at Storrs. 
February 1o-Open date. 
February 17-Hartford High School at 
Storrs. 
February 24-Bulkeley High School at 
New London. 
March 3- South Manchester High 
School at South Manchester. 
l\llarch 10-Mon on Academy at Mon-
son. 
College Notes. 
On Oct. 9th, an open meeting of the 
Grange was held in the Cottage Chapel. 
The speakers were Prof. Webster, Chid 
of the Dairy Division of the nit d States 
Department of Agriculture, and Prof. 
Doane. Prof. Webster spok on the work 
of the Bureau of Animal Indu tr , and 
Prof. Doane treated the subject of cheese 
making. 
A certain men1ber of the faculty has 
evidently gone into his second childhood. 
He is now using Mellin's food and uew 
n1ilk. 
"Mr. Dyson, supposing we had four 
boys and three apples, how would we di-
vide the apples amongst them?" 
Mr. Dyson-"Make apple sauce." 
The seniors extend their heart£ lt thanks 
to the gentleman who treated then1 to a 
feed of squirrel. 
The board of trustees paid a visit to the 
College, Oct. 23rd. 
Pool playing seems to be the fayori!e -. 
game of two of our fellow stud nts. It is 
said that these two gentlemen b c ming 
engrossed in the game while at Willi-
mantic forgot that there was any · i.1ch 
place as Storrs, and the consequence was 
that they had a pleasant walk · home. 
Prof.-"Mr. Grant, what is the color of 
a Red Pole?" 
Mr. Grant-"Black.'' 
If Teddy lives on corned b f, 
At the hotel, dow'n the road, 
Will some one kindly tell us, 
On what they feed poor Toad? 
LOOKOUT. 
As the green-house men have no even-
ing inspection they will doubtless ring in 
at all the small fudge parties this winter. 
The girls all agree that Tessie is cer-
tainly a star performer. 
Prof.-".How do glaciers get their nlate-
rial ?" 
Grant-"They freeze on to it." 
Mr. Hollister, 'os, has recently sub-
scribed for the New Town Bee. 
A special meeting of the Quinebaug 
Pomona Grange was held at Storrs, in 
connection with the Mansfield Grange, 
No. 64, on Wednesday, Oct. 25th. The . 
morning session was held at I0.30 a. m., at 
which time the fifth degree was conferred 
in full form. At 1.30 p. m., lecturer's hour 
commenced, and was open to the public. 
The programs was prepared by the 
Worthy Lecture Sister, Jennie M. Robin-
son, and was as follows : 
Song-From Grange Melodies. 
Invocation-Rev. Harris E. Starr. 
Address of Welcome-W. A. Stocking, Jr., 
Master of Mansfield Grange. 
Response-Worthy Deputy, C. H. P<>tter. 
Matnata., F. Paola Tosti-Miss Emma H. Potter. 
General Topic, "Mental Development"-Presi-
. dent Stimson. 
Song, Selected-Prof. Putnam. 
Development of Farms in this Locality-H. L. 
Garrigus. 
Recitation-Will H. Barron, Jr. 
"The Farm Home"-Miss A. T. Th<>mas. 
Recitation-Miss Anna W. Brown. 
Essay, "Value of<· Shade Trees"-Bro. N. A . 
W1lliams. · 
Address, "Ornamental Trees, Shrubl3 and 
Plants"-Prof. E. A. White. 
Song-F. W. Putnam. 
Pomona Gleaner-Mrs. Ch-ester E. :May. 
Song-Miss Emma Koller. 
Remarks-L. H. Healey. 
Closing Ode or Parfing Hymn. 
The annual Hallowe'en party was held at 
Grove Cottage, Friday night, October 
27th, I905. Miss Hurlburt and Mr. ·Garden 
led the grand march which showed many 
amusing costumes, among them a fat man 
bearing a sign, "I board myself," and a slim 
man with the sign, "I board at the board-
ing department." An interesting program 
followed, consisting of speaking by Miss 
A. W. Browh and dancing by Mr. Is~ajiff. 
This was followed by dancing until ten 
o'clock. ' 
Lieut. Tryon, a noted hunter, recently 
took a trip over the hill to Ashford and 
succeeded in catching a cold. 
It is rumored that C. H. W elt.on, 'os ; is 
to be coach of the Girls' basket ball team 
this coming year. 
We wonder 'Yhy 'it is that so many of 
our students go home over Sunday. 
In German class-"Mr . . Ohlweiler, what 
does the word stein (stone) mean?"· 
Mr. Ohlweiler-"A· glass of beer." 
Miss Whitney-"N o. I'm afraid you are 
too familiar with that word." 
It has been suggested that an addition 
be placed on the e'nd· ~f one . of th~ Al~ur~~i 
notes: 
'04. D. K. Shurtleff is in Ashford yet 
However, visits to the College :~(.e .q:uite 
frequent. ~onder why? · ··-
. ' 
"Where do you room, Thompson." 
"I 5 Old Dorm. The room with the 
bunghole in the end." 
Prof. Putnam. is forming a glee club. 
Miss Koller will try to develop the gruff 
voices of our farmer lads. _ 
Loveland to Fitz-"Did you see . tbe 
Grand Banks whe·n you went across the 
pond?" 
The stroller is ~gain _reminded by :the 
wire fences which adorn our ca~pus, that 
he must keep off the grass. · 
• 
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Graff (examining a cigar )-"Which end 
of the blamed thing do you light?" 
The hunter is always busy now except 
on dance nights. 
Our Thedo hauls the flag up 
At nine-thirty, with a frown ; 
And again., when twi ght deepens 
Our Thedo yanks it down. 
Have pity, my good people, 
On all the poor old skates, 
That under operations go, 
Ere Risley graduates. 
We ob~erve that Dube finds it to ·his 
advantage to be on good terms with the 
sewing class. 
Two of the alumni ar~ taking nature 
study at Prof. Clinton's on Sundays. 
Department Notes. 
As the season progresses, the work of 
all departments of the college points to-
ward preparation for the winter. The 
farm and garden crops are all harve·sted 
· and the college teams are now kept busy 
hauling the winter's coal supply from 
Eagleville. 
The re~odelling of the poultry · plant is 
well under way, and several new lrouses 
are being built. The experiment station 
barn has been removed froni its old site 
in front of the ·new buil~ing · and has been 
placed a id new surroundings on the west 
side of the poultry plant, giving that local-
ity quite a settled appearance, in contrast 
to its· former pioneer aspect. 
Mr. Graham has been confined to his 
~orne for a number of days, by a severe 
illnes·s. We trust, however, that he will 
soon be able to resume his duties, and con-
tinue to a successful end his efforts in the 
formation of a State Poultrymen's associa-
tion. 
To,determine the relative value to Con=-
necticut dairymen of the Cooley Creamer 
and various makes of hand separators, 
about fifty samples of skimmed milk from 
both of these systems were collected and 
tested for butter fat. Thirteen samples o! 
skimmed milk taken from Cooley Cream-
ers, tested .27% of butter-fat while thirty-
six samples from hand-separators tested 
.os67o butter-fat. A canvass of creamer-
ies in different parts of the state revealed 
the fact that in eighteen Connecticut 
creameries, having a total of one thousand, 
three hundred sixty-two patrons, two hun-
dred fifty-six patrons or nineteen per cent. 
used hand separators. 
Comparative tests have been made at 
the college creamery to determine the re-
lative values of pure cultures and home-
made skimmed milk starters in ripening 
cream for butter making. The average 
score of twenty samples of butter made 
from cream ripened with pure cultures was 
94, while the average score of twenty sam-
ples made from crean1 ripened with home-
made skimmed milk starters was 94.1. It 
would seem from these trials that pure cul-
tures are no better for cream ripeni~g, 
than starters made from skimmed · ·h-I ilk, 
when a reasonable amount of care has 
been used in the preparation of the home·-
made starters. 
November is the month of chrysanthe-
mums and chrysanthemums shows. As 
usual there is a fine show-of these fl.owers 
in the greenhouse this season. The col-
lection consists of over fifty different va-
rieties of 'mums and is very interesting to 
anybody interested in flowers or floricul-
ture. All the different types and colors 
are well represented here, and there are 
several varieties which are new this season. 
One ·of the interesting things in the col-
• 
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lection is a plant having two blossoms of 
entirely different colors. This result was 
brought about by grafting a bud of one 
variety on the stem of another of different 
color. In Japan, the native home of the 
chrysanthenum, much of this work is done, 
it being not un~ommon to see twenty or 
n1ore varieties of chrysanthemums grow-
ing from one root. 
Another improvement, a result of the 
building of Storrs Hall, is noted. The old 
forge shop, where many an alumnus will 
recall having spent several warm spring 
afternoons making chains and performing 
other wonderful feats with red hot iron, is 
to be moved from its present location to 
replace the engine and pump-house, by the 
water-tank. This will give needed room 
for the machinery now in the pump-house 
and for the installation of new machinery 
as the need for it occurs. It is also under-
stood that the Old Dormitory is to be re-
modelled into class rooms for students in 
mechanical draughting, wood working and 
forging. This would seem to be a wel-
come change, especially to certain mem-
bers of the faculty now living in that quiet 
retreat. 
Work on the College farm has been 
held back somewhat this fall, owing to the 
fact that this department has had much 
outside work to do in the way of teaming 
and in fixing accommodations for the long 
expected. Maltes.e goats. The removal of 
the experiment; .. station barn rather seri-
ously .inconvenie-pces the farm in two ways. 
It has been the practice to house the sheep 
in t~e basement of this barn each winter, 
but this ye~r other accommodations must 
be found for these animals. -
Besides this, the none too capacious 
storage room for farm machinery has been 
somewhat reduced by the taking away of 
this building. It would seem economical 
to have a substantial building where all 
farm n1achinery could be safely housed 
during the winter, and protected from in-
clement weather while providing room for 
overhauling tools preparatory to the next 
spring's work. 
During the th · rd week in October two 
spring pigs were killed on the College 
farm. ·They dressed exceptionally well, 
averaging over two hundred seventy 
pounds each. 
The patch of alfalfa which was sown on 
the Experiment . Station plot is going into 
winter condition in very good form. Th.e 
part of the p~tch that was inoculated with 
nitro-culture shows about seventy-five per 
cent. better than that not so inoculated. 
It is thought that it :will prove entirely 
practicable to gro.w alfafa in most parts of 
Conqecticut. . 
Mr. F. H. Stoneburn, formerly instruct-
or in Poultry Culture at the College, and 
now connected with the Columbia School 
of Poultry Culture at Waterville N. Y., is 
to be the editor of a new poultry journal, 
' the prospectus of which is now out and the 
first number of which is to be published in · 
January, 1906. The new journal has no 
name as yet, but a prize is offered for the 
best name suggested. The paper ' is to be 
published mon'thly and will contain articles 
by some of the best authorities on poultry. 
Besides the poultry there are to be depart-
ments for pigeons and .Pheasants, live 
stock, garden and orchard, bees, water-
fowl, turkeys, markets, and a page for gen-
eral discussions. Among the contributors 
are mentioned Samuel Cushman,. Howa~d 
Davis, Miss Frances E. Wheeler, Dr. A. 
A. Brigham, Mr. D. J. Lambert, Prof. 
James E. Rice1 Mr. H. L. Garrigus and 
others known as authorities in their va-
rious lines. 
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Hulled Corn. 
To many readers of the LooKOUT, the 
term "hulled corn" is doubtless a vague 
one. To others it may mean a dish which 
they greatly relish, but with the prepara-
tion of which they ar~ unfamiliar, unless 
possibly they have helped to make it for 
home use in the old-fashioned way. Every 
winter, up to last year, as long as I caa re-
member, n1y father has made a business of 
manufacturing hulled corn, so to speak, 
and perhaps it may be of interest to those 
who have eaten this old-fashioned New 
England dish, to know something of how it 
is transformed from the hard, dry, uninter-
esting-looking ear of corn into the clean, 
white, soft cereal, as it comes on to the 
table, stean1ing hot. 
My home formerly being in a country 
village located within eight miles of four or 
five manufacturing towns of fair size, the 
retail trade of these places furnished a 
market for the pro_duct. The kind of corn 
demanded by this trade was the white flint 
variety. The yellow flint variety com-
monly grown by the farmer is as good as 
any, for hulling purposes, but the average 
person likes the looks of the white corn 
the better and imagines that the yellow 
corn does not taste as well, although.. that 
same person, with his eyes closed, could 
not distinguish the difference hetween 
them. The old-fashioned method of 
hulling was to mix some wood ashes with 
a few quarts of shelled corn, and boil for a 
short time. Then the mess was cooled 
down and rubbed between the hands to get 
the hulls off. This corn would then be 
washed several times and put on to the 
stove again to boil as long as possible 
without being burned or becoming mush. 
The result of this day's work would some-
times be edible hulled corn, but more 
often, good chicken feed. If the right 
amount of ashes was used, if the corn w•s 
boiled in the ashes the proper length of 
time, and several other important things 
were favorable, the corn could be eaten. 
To make hulled corn in a wholesale 
fashion requires a method which will bring 
about more expeditious and uniform re-
sults. We start with about two bushels of 
shelled corn which has been thoroughly 
winnowed, and empty it into a kettle of 
boiling water which contains a measured 
quantity of pure lye. This kettle is an iron 
one set in brick and has a capacity of about 
sixty gallons. It is situated in a building 
erected for the purpose. This building is 
large enough to contain two "of these 
kettles or boilers, a pump, water-barrels, 
sinks, and other necessary paraphernalia. 
In just about three-quarters of an hour 
after the corn is put in, it is cooked 
enough to have its ·outside coat started 
and the hull with it. The principal object 
of this preliminary cooking is to loosen the 
hull. The little insignificant piece of 
tough skin about the size of a small tack 
head lies close to the chit and causes all 
the bother. It would not be noticed on a 
raw kernel of corn, but cooking quickly 
brings it into prominence, the hull becom-
ing jet black. 
From the kettle, the corn is put into a 
machine which takes off the hulls by grind-
ing the kernels against each other. It then 
requires as much labor to separaJe the 
loose hulls from among the kernel~, as to 
grind them off. It is done by a system 
of washing and floating the hulls in this 
same machine. After this washing, the re-
maining hulls have to be 'floated off in a 
similar manner by hand, taking a panful 
of corn at a time. Finally, after using a 
few thousand gallons of water on the two 
bushels of corn, it is · clean of practically 
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all the hulls and lye and is ready to cook. 
IIi this stage, the corn can be held for 
several days· by keeping it covered with 
water and renewing the water every day. 
It now looks very n1uch as it originally 
did except that the kernels are a trifle 
swelled, softened and a bit whitened. 
The cooking is aJ?. entirely separate 
process from the hulling. Our method was 
to hull twice every week and then cook a 
fresh mess every day, boiling it the after-
noon previous to the day on which it was 
to be sold. It requires about five hours of 
steady boiling to render the food s_oft and 
pal~table. To do this requires considera-
ble attention to the fuel, supply of ·water, 
and othe.r n1atters relating to the handling 
of the corn, which it will not pay to go into 
detail about here. The main point is, "that 
one bushel of the raw hulled corn will in-
crease to about one hundred quarts of the 
cooked article. In other words, every 
kernel triples in size. When it reaches 
this point, enough cold water i~ added to 
prevent further· boiling and the fire is 
banked for the night. Before daylight the 
following morning~ the corn has to be 
salted and drained of all surplus water by 
a special method and then put up in thirty-
quart tubs and placed in the delivery 
wagon ready to be c-arried away and sold. 
Thus, hulled corn of a uniform quality 
is <felivered to the customer every week, 
warrn and ready to eat. The sale of the 
pr.o'duct, the prices, profits, etc., make an-
oilier subject with which I will not weary 
the reader. E. B.,· 'o7. 
: ,. The Automatic Shot Gun: 
' A new engine of great destructive ·pow~r 
has appeared in the field to aid the 'forces 
it work 1n the extermination of our .garrie·. 
'this time~ it is the· birds that are (to suffer. 
A shot gun which ejects the dead shell and 
reloads the gun in response to one pull of 
the trigger has been placed on the market. 
With it the skilful market hunter or sports-
man can wipe out an entire flock in the 
time that now is required for the discharge 
of the right and left hand barrels. Al-
though the game birds and animals of this 
continent have diminished at an alarming 
rate, the number of shooters and the effi-
ciency of their firearms h~s 'increased even 
more rapidli. 
The first hunters who followed the wiid 
turkey in New England on the first 
Thanksgiving in America carried a blun-
derbuss s.carcely more effective than the 
bow and arrow of their rivals, the Indians; 
in fact, against game the latter may. have 
been more deadly as the noise was · cer-
tainly less and the range about the sa·me. 
Then followed two centuries of match-
locks, flint and caps, all of them slow anq 
uncertain. 
With the introduction of the rifle, es.:. 
sentially an American production, came a 
rapidly increasing range and accuracy 
of aim, but the loading was still . slow. 
Then a half century ago, just as the game 
entered on the last stage of · decline·, 
we find the breech-loading rifles and 
double-barreled shot guns appearing. 
:Next came cartridges and breech-loading 
mechanism ending in hammerless a.nd 
n1agazine shot guns. 
With all the changes in . the shot ·gun, 
rifles have improved even more rapidly; 
until now the tyro hunting i9 the Adiron .. 
dacks or· Maine with : a solid nosed bullet 
a~!f a rifle carrying a mile, . not infrequently 
kills his fellowman although the victim ·is 
quite beyond his vision . .Probably the time 
will soon come when the state- must . re.:. 
q~ire a license for carr·ying rifles or pro.: 
hibit there use entirely. . \ . . . ' : . : : 
The shot gun wiil, ·however; flourish lorlg 
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after the rifie has been prohibited, jusf as 
there will be food for shot long after 
victims for bullets are gone. 
It will be difficult to prevent by la·w the 
use of these new automatic shot guns, al-
though swivels and large bore shot guns 
have been prohibited in duck shooting and 
pitfalls and snares barred in the chase of 
large game. 
If a public sentiment can be aroused and 
decent sportsman can declare against the 
use of new ~e·apons our game may be pre-
served to some extent, burt: if not, the day 
of hunting game is faster and faster com-
ing to a close. Law can easily touch pot 
hunters and sportsmen who are not decent 
but the automatic shot gun cannot be so 
easily reached. H. ScoTT. 
The Past and Present of Photography. 
Since prehistoric time man has always 
been an illustrator. Picture language was 
in use for centuries before the invention of 
an alphabet, and from that time to the 
present man's skill as an artist has im-
proved until to-day we have, in contrast 
to the crude sign language of primitive 
man, the exquisitely finished product of 
the modeni photographer, and the illus-
trations which fill all our best books and 
magazines. 
The word photography is derived 
from two Greek words, meaning to write 
with light. The science of photography is 
founded upon. the simple fact that all sub-
stances, and especially metals, are more 
or less sensitive to light. In the begin-
ni~g of the nineteenth century it was dis-
covered that the chlorides and nitrates of 
silver were particularly sensitive to rays 
of light and experiments were c~nducted 
with these materials by Schultze in Ger-
many and bY.: W edgewood in England. 
Both of these gentlemen succeeded in 
making copies of leaf forms by contact. 
Their method was to use paper sensitized 
with some of the sil"'er salts, and, placing 
the object to be copied in contact with the 
paper, to expose it to direct ~unlight. The 
exposed paper would soon become black 
while that protected by the object would 
remain colorless. 
The principal objections to this process 
lay in the fact that the image thus made 
was not permanent but soon faded if ex-
posed to light. No remedy was found for 
this until Sir John Herschel in 1839 dis-
covered the fixing powers of hypo-sulphite 
of soda. Prints 'immersed for a short tin1e 
in a solution of this salt would becomE 
permanent or fixed. This chemical, fa-
miliarly known to the photographer as 
hypo, has been used in fixing photo-
graphs from that time to the present. 
The first suggestion of a camera was in-
vented in the sixteenth century, when an 
Italian devised a box equipped with lenses 
and mirrors to aid the artist in making his 
pictures truer to nature. This was known 
as the camera-obscura and was so con-
structed that an image of the object to be 
pictured was thrown upon a screen where 
its outlines could easily be traced with 
crayon or brush. 
In 1827, Joseph Niepce, a Frenchman, 
invented the first camera using sensitive 
plates. These plates were covered with 
asphaltum which was rendered insoluble 
when exposed to light, bu! the parts un-
exposed would be soluble and could be 
washed off, leaving the picture in slight re-
lief. This, however, was a very slow 
process, as the plate had to be exposed 
several hours in order. to obtain a picture. 
In 1829, Niepce went into partnership 
with Daguerre, and, together, they di -
covered, accidentally, that a plate coated 
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with salts of silver could be used in place 
of asphaltum and the image developed 
.after exposure, by the use of mercury. 
This led to the invention of the daguerreo-
type and marked a great advance in photo-
graphic research. This- discovery also re-
duced the time required for exposure of 
the plate to one-half hour. 
Later, by the use of the collodion or 
wet plate, the time of exposure was re-
duced to ten seconds, making possible the 
taking of portraits with the camera. The 
first portrait ever taken was n1ade in 1840 
by Dr. ] hn Wm. Draper, in New York. 
Discovery constantly increased the 
adaptability of the camera; and in 1871 
the dry plate, essentially as it is to-day, 
was invented by Dr. Maddox, in England. 
It consists of a gelatine filn1 combined 
with certain salts of silver, the whole form-
ing a coating on a gla~s plate which serves 
as a background. By the use of the dry 
plate the time required for exposure has 
been reduced to a tenth or even a thou-
sandth of a second, making possible the 
photographing of the most rapidly mov-
ing objects. 
The dry plate has further advantages 
over the wet plate in that it can be used 
in any position. By modifying slightly the 
coating of the plate the time limit of ex-
posure can be controlled to suit various 
purposes, and the plate can be developed 
at · the convenience of the operator at any 
time subsequent to its exposure. 
Since the invention of the camera con-
stant improvements have been made in its 
construction. The lenses of the first 
cameras were crudely ground and their 
aberration caused distorted images, mak-
ing the sides of a house curved instead 
of straight, while in portrait work, the 
hands and feet of the subject would often 
appear out of .proportion to the rest of the 
body. To-day, by the use of different 
grades of gla'ss and combinations of lenses 
differently ground, far better results are 
obtained and objects are portrayed as they 
really appear. 
The camera of Daguerre's time was a 
huge, clumsy affair, which could be moved 
about only with great inconvenience. Con-
trast this with the modern kodak which 
is so cotnpact as to slip readily into a coat 
pocket, but is quickly and easily adjusted 
to n1ake faithful representations of things 
as they appear to the eye. 
A discovery which did much to advance 
photographic work was the invention of 
orthochromatic plates. The earliest pho-
tographs depicted everything either in 
black or white, giving no values to the 
different colors which go to make up most 
objects. In 1873, Dr. Vogel, of Berlin, 
discovered, by accident, that by the use of 
the extren1ely volatile coal-tar dyes of dif-
ferent colors, photographic plates could be 
made to bring out the values of all the 
colors, so that in a picture, the green of 
the grass, the darker colors of trees and 
roofs of buildings will each be of a dif-
ferent shade, so as not to appear all of the 
same color. 
The field of photographic work is great-
Jy extended by . the ease with which com-
paratively small photographs can be en-
larg~d to much greater dimensions with-
out in any way spoiling the details of the 
picture. This offers a great aid to the 
lecturer; for he is enabled, through the 
agency of the stereopticon, to project pn a 
sc~een pictures which magnified by the 
lenses of his machine are made large 
enough to be clearly seen by a large au-
dience. Many lectures can in this way be 
made clearer and are thus more easily 
comprehended. 
The ability to take miniature pictures 
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opens another large field to the camera. 
Miniature photographs of the illustrations 
and text .of the Century Dictionary have 
been made and are stored in three different 
safe~deposits to insure against the possi-
bility of a complete destruction of the work 
by fire or other means. 
Photography has made possible the re-
production of books so cheaply that the 
best literature is now easily within the 
reach of those in the most modest circum-
stances. The pages of the original edition 
of any book can easily be photographed 
~nd the results printed very cheaply by 
means of photo-engraving, thus producing 
a book at a very reasonable cost and with-
out the work of compositor or proof-
reader. 
In war the camera has proved itself of 
inestimable value. It has been used in so 
many different ways in military operations 
that it is difficult to name them all. With 
the aid of the war balloon or with kites the 
camera can be operated so as to secure 
pictures of the fortifications of ari enemy 
or the conditions prevailing in a besieged 
city. By studying a photograph of any 
locality, the . general can to a large extent 
determine the methods he will have to use 
in fighting in that place. But, perhaps , the 
camera's most useful work in war has been 
the preparation of messages to be con-
veyed through hostile lines. This work 
has been highly successful with the use of 
the carrier pigeon as a messenger. Dur-
ing the siege of Paris in 1871 the London 
Times pub"tished daily a page of news and 
advertisements of interest to those in the 
beleaguered city. This page was reduced 
to microscopic size by the cat}1era. The 
miniature photograph was then rolled in a 
quill and tied to the leg of a carrier pigeon 
which safely delivered it in Paris. There 
it .was at once enlarged and in a fe~ hour~ 
conveyed to the people of the city the 
news that was of so much interest to 
them. 
In many other lines of effort photog-
raphy has added much to man's knowl-
edge and has been an incalculable help to 
him in his various undertakings. When 
brought to the aid of the microscope, the 
camera, by quickly fixing the microscopic 
image on its plate, preserves for future 
study minute organisms which might spoil 
b~fore they could be copied with brush or 
pencil. 
Photography has added immense)~ to 
our knowledge of astronomy. By means 
~ 
of the camera, new heavenly bodies have 
been discovered, the paths of comets traced 
and complete records made of all the phe-
nomena of eclipses. The civil engineer 
also finds the camera a great help in map-
ping out districts and determining levels in 
his work. 
In medicine and surgery much has been 
learned through the agency of photog-
raphy. Especially is this true since the 
discovery by Rontgen of the X-Ray, by 
means of which it has been made possible 
to photograph the interior of the bod , and 
thus locate br ken bones or the pre ence 
of foreign substances. 
In navigation , for determining latitude 
and longitude, as an aid to the culptor, 
and for taking instantaneou pictures of 
lightning, explosions, or the sun, the cam-
era occupie a place which cann t be fill ed 
by anything else. 
The invention of the kinetograph and 
kinetoscope by Edison has mad po ible 
the reproduction of motion. In the kine-
tograph a narrow strip of celluloid i ex-
posed at int rvals of one-forti th of a 
second each exposure lasting n - ixtieth 
of a second. The celluloid film i then 
developed, and when run through the kine-
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toscope at the same rate and with the same 
interruptions as in the kinetograph, the 
illusion of motion is produced. When 
this machine is combined with the stereop-
ticon and the images are thrown life size 
on a screen the effect is wonderful. 
In ,many ways photography ha.s con-
tributed to the knowledge and welfare of 
the modern farmer. The farmer of to-
day is an intelligent reader if he is up with 
his times. He reads the best books and 
papers relating to his occupation. He 
keeps in close touch with the experimext 
stations and generally tries to keep well 
informed in all branches of his work. In 
this connection, photography~is a great 
aid to him. All the experiment stations 
are now equipped with first-class photo-
graphic apparatus and the best of facilities 
for developing and printing photographs. 
In all lines of research upon which the 
station workers enter, photography plays 
an important part . . If the research con-
sists of an investigation of some fruit dis-
ease, photographs will be taken of sound 
and diseased fruits~ of the disease in its 
different stages and also of methods 
of fighting the disease by spraying or othe; 
means. 
If the investigation be a study of differ-
ent methods of feeding, complete sets of 
photographs will be secured showing the 
results of different foods on the same kind 
of animals. Then, when the station pub-
lishes its bulletin ~or its annual reports, 
good reproductions of these photographs 
will be scattered among the pages of text, 
making it plainer and tnore easily under-
stood, and so giving the farmer the full 
benefit of the work done by the station 
e:xperts. 
Besides this, the farmer may derive 
much pleasure and profit by having a cam-
era of his own. He can then take photo-
graphs of his growing crops and animals 
at various times and may make useful com-
parisons of one year's photographs with 
those of the next, thereby learning what 
progress, if any, he has made during the 
year. These photographs, too, will fur-
nish a record, more or less complete, ac-
cording to the care which has been used in 
making them, of farm operations, and will 
be valuable for reference at any time. 
In conclusion, it p1ay be said that while 
photography, in the comparatively few 
years since its discovery, has become an 
important element in our civilization and 
search for knowledge, it seems as though 
in the future the camera will enter fields 
not now open to it and that it will become 
more of a necessity, even, than it is to-day; 
while with the improvements which must 
constantly be made in photographic work, 
the mysteries which it now holds for many 
people will be solved and the camera will 
become one of ·the best understood and 
most highly valued factors in the life of 
mankind. 
Block Island. 
Block Island was discovered by V erra-
zano, a Portuguese navigator, in the year 
I 524, and named by him Claudia. It was 
rediscovered by Adrian Blok, a Dutch 
navigator, in t614, and thereafter bearing 
his name, first as Adrian's Eyland and 
afterwards as Block Island. 
The aboriginal inhabitants of the island 
were a branch of the Narragansett Indians 
and were known as Manisseans, Manisses 
being their name for the island. Whittier 
in his poem. used the Indian name for the 
island-
Circled by waters that never freeze, 
Beaten by billow ,and swept by breeze, 
Lieth the island of Manisses. 
Block Island is verY. quaint arid inter-
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esting with its hale and hearty fisherman. 
There is just enough modernism to make 
the place ideal, more .so during the sum-
mer season1 with its bathing beach and 
dancing pavilions. It is in daily communi-
cation with the great world by .means of a 
wireless telegraph; the news. being printed 
in a two-sheet semi-weekly, which is the 
joy of the Islanders. There ,are two or-
ganized churches on the island, while Cath-
olic and Episcopal services are held during 
the week. 
All over the island can be seen the wind-
ing stone walls, the ·only fence known. 
Dotted here and there are fresh water 
ponds filled with black bass and covered 
with hundreds of waterlilies. An old 
Dutch mill, the ·. pride of the Islanders, 
serves to grind the corn into fresh meal 
which is claimed to taste very n1uch better 
than the ordinary variety. 
Fishing is the chief occupation of the 
Islanders, and durin2: the month of July 
schooners come into port with as many as 
sixteen and twenty sword-fish, all caught 
in one day by · a single party. This kind 
of fishing is very dangerous and requires 
much skill and courage, for the fish with 
their sharp bone projection are great 
fencers. The sword-fish weigh from three 
hundred to five hundred pounds and are 
bought from the fisherman for two or three 
cents a pound. Newport and Boston bid 
each year for the catch, leaving little or 
none for New York; therefore, the New 
Yorker must await his annual trip to Block 
Island to enjoy his sword-fish steak. 
· Besides . being the home of the sword-
fishermen the island boasts of another in-
dustry which is the gathering of Irish 
moss, and its curing and baling for market. 
The Islanders wait until .the tide recedes 
and then wade in waist deep ·with their bas-
kets thrown over their shoulders, with 
knives in their hands, to cut the moss from 
the rocks. This is very interesting to the 
spectator especially when a wave strikes 
the gatherer and sends him sprawling. In 
places where the gathering is difficult, the 
moss is put into ·bags and taken to the top 
of the cliff where it is drawn to the bleach-
ing fields. 
Irish moss is prized for its medicinal 
qualities and also as a food. When cooked 
it dissolves into clear jelly which is delicate 
and nutritious. The Manisses Indians 
were wont to gather the weed and burn it, 
using the ashes as a medicinal application. 
There is another sea weed known ·as 
kelp which is used on the island as a 
fertilizer. It not only softens the clod but 
keeps the roots of growing plants moist 
even during the hottest weather. 
Few of the n1any islands in the Atlantic 
Ocean are as interesting as this little tract 
of land. During the summer there are 
plenty of amusements for both old . and 
young. There is ample opportunity for 
golf, teiJ.nis, base-ball, bathing: and driv-
ing. At night dancing is carried on in the 
leading hotels, or for one who is not skilled 
in the art of juggling his feet, moonlight 
sails and beach parties f<:>rn1 the evening 
program. 
Full of romance, legend , and my te-
·rious tales together with the dd sea moss 
and the sword-fish steaks thi little isle is 
well worth a visit during a summer vaca-
tion. . A. E. M., 'o7_. 
Alumni Notes. 
'go. C. B. Pomeroy, Jr., att nded the 
meeting of the Quinebaug Pomona held 
at Storrs, Wednesday, ctob r 25th. · 
'92. Walter S. chultz ha be n elected 
secretary of the Municipal rt . oci ty of 
Hartford. 
,, 
I 
i'l 
' I'! 
I I~. 
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'93· M. Hibbard Parker won fifty-eight 
first and ten second prizes at the Horse-
shoe Park Agricultural Fair, at Williman-
tic; and two firsts and thirty-three seconds 
at Rockville Fair, on potatoes alone. Mr. 
Parker also won at Rockville a special pre-
mium for the largest collection of potatoes 
-seventy varieti~s. 
'95. Charles R. Green spent Sunday, 
October 22nd1 with C. A. Wheeler, at 
Spring Hill. 
'95. Prof. W. A. Stocking, Jr., gave an 
interesting lecture to the Mansfield 
Grange, Monday evening, October 23rd, 
on the subject of milking machines. He 
has been experimenting in this direction 
during the past summer and believes that 
success may be reached. 
'95. A. J. Pierpont was at Storrs, Octo-
ber 24, to attend the meeting of the 
Trustees held that day. 
'97. Dr. Fred Bushnell who has been 
for several years, .practicing as veterinary 
surgeon in Winsted, has removed to Mid-
dletown, where it is believ;d there is an 
opening for a larger practice. 
'oo. H. D. Edmonds is playing golf dur-
ing his spare time and at present holds 
the record for the Storrs golf links. 
'or-'03. W. W. Dimock and Mosley 
Hale spent a few hours at the College, Sat-
urday, October 28th. 
'02. James B. Twing became the· father 
of a son, Francis Clark, early in October. 
As the news came to us in a round about 
way we cannot state definitely the date. 
'02. George H. Hollister attended the 
foot-ball game held at Storrs, October 
14th. 
'02. John S. Carpenter who has been un-
able to work for over a year, owing to ill-
ness contracted at Manassas during the 
army manoeuvers in 1904, has at length re-
covered his health. He is at present em-
ployed by Mr. N. B. A. Carrier. 
'03. A. C. A. Hauck is working in a ma-
chine shop in Hartford. His address is 
44 Flower Street. 
'03. Wilbur F. Stocking and wife visited 
the Lewis and Clark Exposition at Port-
land, Oregon. They .are at present in 
California where they will spend the winter. 
Ex. '04. Harry Palmer made a short 
visit at the College, Sunday, October 15th. 
'os. Perry H. Cornwall has been elected 
captain of the Freshman baseball team at 
Cornell for next spring. 
'os. G. M. Chapman is playing halfback 
for the Fres·hmen foot-ball team at Cornell 
this fall. Chapman and Cornwall are not 
eligible to try for 'varsity teams as they 
come from another college. 
'os. Irving W. Patterson has sectJred a 
position under Prof. Bailey, superinten-
dent of Rhode Island State roads, thus 
profitably employing the time not occupied 
in his college work. 
Ex. 'o6. A. J. Doane entered Yale law 
school this fall. 
'98. Herbert . Kirkpatrick, while return-
ing from Willimantic, Saturday afternoon, 
October 21st, was thrown from the ox 
~agon in which he was driving and severe-
ly shaken up. He was unable to do his 
work for about a week. 
'oo. A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. 
John B. Lyman, Saturday, October 28th. 
'93· William B. Dayton has secured a 
position as superintendent of Spring Lake 
Farm, Southington, Connecticut. 
'88. Clarence H. Savage lost on~ of his 
horses Saturday night, October 28th. 
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PATRONIZE ... 
- MURPHY BROS,, 
Livery and Feed Stable-
Double and Single T earns at your service. 
Telephone 176.-4. WILLIMANTIC, CONN. 
Sqccessors to WILLIAMS. 
H. R. CHA.PPELL, 
Practical Painter, 
And Dealer in 
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Glass and Putty, 
647 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn. 
The Leonard Prescription Pharmacy 
PrusoriDtion SDBGia list, 
780 Main Street, • Willimantic, Conn. 
ESTABLISHED 1892. 
STEPflE~ ull~E fOuGE~, 
180 Bttoadway, New Yottk. 
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, 
I Club and College Pins and Rings, I 
Gold and Silver Medals. 
LATHAM & CRANE, 
£ontractors and 
Buildtrs. 
Dealers in 
Paints, Oils, Paper Hangings, Room Mould-
ings, Glass, Kalsomine, Varnish 
and Brushes. 
Outside and Inside Finish, Mouldings, Brackets 
and Stair work. 
team Power Shops, 159 Valley Street, 
One of the Stepping Stones 
I 
To a Well Groomed Personal 
Appearance is a pai~ of 
ALL AMERICA 
$3.50--$4.00 Shoes. 
J. B. PAULHUS & CO., Willimantic, Conn. 
~000000000000~ I THE BEST 
AT A B. E. REMINGTON 
SMALL & co., I PROFIT, CLOTHIERS NOT and 
·TRASH 
AT A OUTFITTERS, 
SMALL Willimantic, Conn. 
PRICE. ~000000000000~ 
- CHAS. L. BOSS, 
Lumber & Coal 
•.. Call and See Me •.. 
Telephone Connection. 50 North Street. 
JAMES f. CLUNE, 78~,tt~~A~~·,·c. coNN. 
Pianos, Organs, Musical Goods 
of every description. 
White Sewing Machines and Supplies for 
all SewinR Machines. 
VICTOR Talking Machines nnd R cords. 
EDI ON Phonograph a.nd Record • 
TURNER'S STABLE. 
ESTABLISHED 1857. 
LIVERY AND BOARDING. 
Large sheds and yard for hitching and feed-
ing horses. Pleasant waiting room for ladies. 
A. W. TURNER, (Near Opera House), 
Willimantic, Conn. 767 Main Street, Wllllmantic, Ccmn. 
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A FARriER'S 
LUrlBER YARD. 
2,000,000 Shingles Constantly on Hand. 
Also 2,000,000 Barn Boards 
At the I(owest Possible Prices. 
Office and Yard: 
Church St., Willimantic, Conn. 
Geo. K. Nason, Prop., 
P. J. TWOMEY, Yard Manager. 
Opera Honse Barber Shop. 
LARGEST IN THE CITY. 
Everything N w and Up-to-date. 
763 MAIN ST., WILLIMANTIC, CONN. 
---- -----
1 Sanderson Fertilizer &: Chemical Co. 
LUCIEN SANDERSON, President. 
• .. Importers of ... 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS. 
... Sole Proprietors of .. . 
SANDE RSON'S SPECIAL FORMULA 
FERTILIZERS. 
Office, 217 Water St., New Haven, Conn. 
I Circulars Free. 
I I- -----
1 J. 0. BLANCHETTE, 
BAKERY and FANCY CAKES 
Wholesa le and Retail. 
Orders for parties, Weddings, Etc., promptly 
attended to. 
H Church Street, Willimantic, Conn. 
STILL DOING BUSINESS 
NEAR THE SAME OLD PLACE J. F. CARR & co., 
But 
In a 
Different 
Line. 
A Complete 
line ot 
Smokers' 
Articles 
is now 
handled by 
THEO. F. DOWNING, Railroad St. , Willimantic. 
MODERN 
Steam Carpet Cleaning and Rough Dry Family Washing. 
As well as our Famous Shirt and Collar Work, 
IS SURE TO PLEASE. PRICES RIGHT. 
Maverick Laundry and Carpet Cl eaning Works, 
28 Main St., Willimanti , Conn. 
Opp. Hooker Ho_u_se_. _______ _ 
tb~ Jranto· Hm~rican Publisbing £o. 
(Form rly th Windham Pre .) 
BOOK, NEWS AND JOB PRINTING. 
Commercial Work a Specialty. 
£ombination 
£1otbi¢rs, 
Hatters and Furnishers. 
744 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn. 
THE WILSON DRUG COnPANY 
Established I 29. Incorporated 1904. 
Wholesale and Retail Druggists. 
723 Main Street. WILLIMANTIC, CONN . Opposite Depot. 
Eastern Connecticut's Leading Drug Store. 
D. C. B RROW , 
Dian1 11d \\at h ~ ] ~ elry. 
Optical Goods, Eastman Kodaks and 
Supplies, Butterick P [. tterns. 
88 Church Street, .. Willimantic, Conn. Willimantic, Conn. 
L 
The Perfect Eye 
Will give you no annoyance. Trouble 
with your ey ·s needs attention. 
Every error or retraction carefully ad~ 
justed and Glasses to correct same tur" 
nfshed. 
Examination tree. 
J. C. TRACY, G1aduate ?ptician, 
638 Ma • ... St., Willimantic, Conn. 
G SOLENE ENGINES. 
Don't buy one until rou have seen the line of 
engines I h .:tve to offer. 
HERBERT 1. CLARK, I 04 Main St., Willimantic. 
He wbo consider tho PRICE only wb n I cUng a 
gRrm nt mAy be d i. nti"ticd with b trad ; but when 
QUALITY and PRICE Hr prop ~ rly 11dju ted and cor-
rectly pre~ented for inve. tigation, ali faction will re ul 
from a pur bas . 
W nim not for ono sale but for your continuou 
patron:lg· ·. 
H. L. HUNT & CO., 
Men' Outfitters, 
68.; ]!fAIN STREET, Willimantic, Conn. 
W. L. DOUGLASS' 
$2.%5, $3.00 and $3.50 Shoes, Calf, Vtci, Box Cal! 
and Patent Calf, Lace or Congre s, at 
'-V. N. OTTER.' 
I Union St., W11limantic, Conn. 
D. A. LYMAN, 
Pi're Instt'rant~l~ nnil Fidelity and 
Su1•et11 Bonds. 
20- COMPANIES REPR.ESENTED-20 
644 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn. 
Artistic Photograp bs 
in UP-TO -DATE STYLES at 
MARTIN'S STUDIO, 
23 Church Street. WILLir.y1ANTIC, CONN. 
Ground Floor. Sittings Day or Evening. 
KJUT. 
HENRY FRYER, 
riERCHANT TAILOR. 
I Full line ot Foreign <.::>d Domestic Woolens. 
I Latest Styles and most Fashionable Design1. 
6 72 Main St., Wtlllmap tic, Conn. 
G. -lV. ROBBINS, 
Photographer, 
Successor to C. H. TOWNSEND. 
A Very Liberal Reduction to 
C. A. C. Students. 
Studio, 'i02 Uain Street, · Willimantic. 
OUR SPECIALTIES: 
"WALK OVER" and "QUEEN QUALITY." 
BRICK DOTS SULLIVAN, HOES ••• 
756 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn. 
JORDAN BROS. 
Carry a full and complete line of 
Builders and General Hardware, 
Mechanical and Agricultural Tools and 
Cutlery of every description. 
Call and inspect our line. 
6U Main Street, Wllllmantlc. 
SAMUEL CHESBRO 
is the College Apothecary. 
Huyler's Candies, Perfumes, Cigars, Etc, 
To cure a cold in a minute use Ch sbro's No. 42 
Cough Bal am, Price, 5 Cent . 
S. CHESBRO. \VILLUI TIC, CO N. 
HOU E. 
R 001fS- L ight an d A iry. 
BE ft and lean. 
TABLE- Fr n1 Be t 11ark t!t Afford . . 
SE R YI E-Efficient E 1ual and 
Prompt. 
s. C. Hooker, Prop. Willimantic, Conn. 
FREE TUITION FREE ROOM RENT 
BOARD AND BOOKS AT COST 
Cb~ Eonn~tti~ut ~ 
~ ]fgri~Uitural €OII~g~ 
Provides the Best Education for Both Sexes 
Instruction in Agriculture, Horticul tu1 ~. Veterinary and other Sciences, and 
Field Engineering is given to young men, including practical work in Greenhouse 
Management, in Dairy Farming and in Poultry Culture. 
Instruction is provided for young women ~n General Science and Literature; 
in Domestic Science, including Cooking and Sewing of all kinds; in Physical Cul-
ture with a furnished Gymnasium, and in Instrumental and Vocal Music. 
A Business Course is open to applicants, at all times during the Coll~ge year, 
I 
and gives instruction in Spelling, Penmanship, Commercial Arithmetic, Commercial 
Geog~aphy, Bookkeeping, Shorthand and Typewriting and Commercial Law and 
Practice. 
Mechanical Drawing · and work in Iron and Wood familiarize the students 
with the use of tools, and make a begin~ing of a Course in. the Mechanic Arts. 
Short courses in Dairying, Horticultur~, Poultry Culture, Business and other 
Studies are provided in the w!nter term. 
A Practical Education at a mi~irn urn cost is offered, and one in the acquisi-
tion of which a few students can help them elves financially by working about the 
College farm, campus or buildings. 
For particulars write 
THE CoNNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL CoLL.EGE, 
STORRS, CONN. 
